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Crossing the Threshold

Many times today I will cross over a threshold.

I hope I will catch a few of those times.

I need to remember that my life is, in fact,

a continuous series of thresholds:

from one moment to the next,

from one thought to the next,

from one action to the next.

Help me appreciate how awesome this is.

How many are the chances to be really alive . . .

to be aware of the enormous dimension

we live within.

On the threshold the entire past

and the endless future

rush to meet one another.

They take hold of each other and laugh.

They are so happy to discover themselves

in the awareness of a human creature.

On the threshold the present breaks all boundaries.

It is a convergence,

a fellowship with all time and space.

We find You there.

And we are found by You there.



Help me cross into the present moment -

into wonder, into Your grace:

that "now-place," where we all are,

unfolding as Your life moment by moment.

Let me live on the threshold as threshold.

 By Gunilla Norris, From Being Home

Matthew 6:31-34

Therefore do not worry, saying, “What will we eat?” or “What will we drink?”

or “What will we wear?” For it is the Gentiles who strive for all these things;

and indeed your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things. But

seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things will

be given to you as well.  So do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will

bring worries of its own. Today’s trouble is enough for today. 

Prayer

God of mercy, whose persistent love searches for us even when we run from

you and whose grace is greater than all our sin, between our first breath and

our last, you give us the gift of time.  As we work and play, pray and give,

learn and love, teach us to use this precious gift well, to attend closely to those

matters with abiding significance rather than squandering your gifts to us on

trivial distractions or fleeting rewards.  In this season of Lent, and each day

of our lives, help us to slow our pace enough to listen for your voice and

become available to you.  In all things, Holy God, teach us to live and to love

after the example of Jesus Christ our Lord.  Amen


